Abstract: Multiagent and temporal logics are active domains in Information Sciences, CS, and AI. Attention has predominantly focused on the logics based on transitive relational models, with particular emphasis on transitive time. But this does not seem rather reliable assumption. Nontransitivity of passing information may be demonstrated with relative ease through persuasive examples. Therefore, we introduce and study multiagent temporal logics that are based on nontransitive linear time. Another innovative step is consideration of incomplete information: the information/knowledge with lacunas,-the linear time with forgettable intervals of time in the past. Technically, the most important problems are problems of satisfiability and decidability of suggested logics. The main results are the algorithms that compute satisfiability and solve decidability (and so provide solutions to these problems). The paper concludes by posing a series of open problems.
Introduction

Information and knowledge are inherent within Computer Science (CS) and Information Sciences (IS).
Computational aspects analyzing knowledge (often referred to as computational intelligence) have formed a solid branch within CS and IS (using as a base instruments from mathematics and models of symbolic computation). The more technical aspects are often occupied with the construction of efficient algorithms for handling information, retrieving new information from available facts (these constructions are reasonably often implemented via various proof systems, tableaus, and robust information systems).
In Reasoning About Knowledge, MIT Press, 1995 [1] , Fagin et al., presumably for the first time summaries in a very systematic manner the modeling of knowledge interpreted via the multiagent's approach based on relational Kripke-Hintikka type models. An essential feature of this approach is the usage of the multiagent's logic with agent's knowledge operations K i behaving as S5-modalities. Another efficient tool from this book was temporal logic which is easy to comprehend since knowledge is collected in a time environment, an important resource. In turn, temporal logic is a popular area in CS and AI (cf., e.g., ). Linear temporal logic LT L (with Until and Next) was introduced by Manna and Pnueli in [5, 6] ; the efficient tools for satisfiability in LT L based on automaton theory were suggested by Vardi in [7, 8] ; LT L found usage for analyzing protocols of computations and verification of consistency, compatibility and other characteristics from CS.
Starting from the objective general multidisciplinary environment, knowledge was often analyzed via multiagent techniques, various agent's qualities, e.g. interaction or autonomy, effects of cooperation, etc. were investigated (cf., e.g., [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ). For mathematical description of information and knowledge, tools of modal and other nonclassical logics were efficiently used. This approach was created by Hintikka [14] (1962) in the book Knowledge and Belief. Since then, the framework based on nonclassical logic has repeatedly demonstrated its efficiency (cf., e.g., [15] [16] [17] [18] ). In particular, we earlier studied multiagent's logic with distances, the satisfiability problem for it was solved (Rybakov et al. [19] ); models for the conception of Chance Discovery in multiagents environment were developed (Rybakov [20, 21] The aim of this paper is construction of a logical framework for handling incomplete information and knowledge of agents (with lacunas, for instance,-with fragments of forgotten information in the past) in nontransitive temporal logic. The bases of our approach are suggested through mathematical (symbolic) models for the agent's knowledge; they use linear time distributed along transitive time-intervals (maximal amount of the events that agents may remember) and the agent's time-accessibility relations. The latter may be not complete; agents may fail to remember the same amount of events, and so the accessibility relations may be nontransitive. These models are generalizations of Kripke-Hintikka relational models (which are an efficient tool for modal and temporal logics, and for nonclassical logics overall).
To reason about the properties of information and to evaluate the statements of truth, we use a language of multiagent's logic combined with the language of temporal logic. Chosen rules for computation truth values for statements (coded by formulas) handle the presence of lacunas in knowledge collected from the past (so to say,-take into account the forgotten past). We define the logic that is based on these models as the set of all formulas (in the chosen logical language) that are true for all models. The main problems that we study are the satisfiability problem and the decidability problem for this logic. We solve them via finding the algorithms that verify satisfiability and solve decidability. In the final part of the paper, a version of our original logic with an admission unbounded time relation is considered; the decidability problem is also solved.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define the models (semantics) and introduce the language, define our logic MA Int Lin -multiagent, linear, intransitive logic. The novelty here, in particular, is the fact that time in these models is not transitive. We comment and justify the chosen models, providing some illustrative examples that explain why admission about transitivity of time is not always correct and how the presence of incomplete information may be handled in our approach. Section 3 develops mathematical techniques for our relational multiagent models. We use approach of transformation the formulas to rules and construction of their reduced normal forms (which drastically simplifies constructions and proofs because these rules do not allow nested logical operations). The main content is Theorem 14 stating that the satisfiability problem for MA Int Lin is decidable (and so logic MA Int Lin is decidable). We find an algorithm that computes satisfiability of formulas and solves the decidability problem for MA Int Lin . Section 4 considers another version of MA Int Lin -the one that allows insight into all past (so to say with the one omniscient agent that remembers all past). We extend the techniques from Sections 3 and 4 and show that this logic also is decidable (Theorem 24). The paper concludes by posing a series of open problems.
Multiagent's Linear Temporal Logic Based on Nontransitive Time
Our aim is to built a logical framework for computation (evaluation) truth values of the statements describing information and knowledge in multiagent environment. We will offer models that formalize information and are based on the temporal states of computations; therefore, the logical language we will apply forms an extension of the one for temporal logic. The formulas of this language are built up from an (infinite) set of propositional letters P r, the boolean logical operations ∧, ∨, →, ¬, and the set of temporal operations: the unary operation N (next) and a set of binary temporal operations U j (up to the agent j), where j ∈ Ag (Ag is supposed to be a set of all agents under consideration). So, the language is an extension of the language of the standard linear temporal logic with a new finite set of logical operations of the sort until. The formation rules for formulas are as usual. Namely, p is a formula for all p ∈ P r; if ϕ and ψ are formulas then ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ ∨ ψ, ϕ → ψ, ¬ϕ, ϕU j ψ, and Nϕ are formulas.
A bit later we will illustrate the flexibility of this language and its usage for computational intelligence. Now we introduce the symbolic mathematical models-semantics for our logic.
